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The Position

In Roche/Genentech, we have a bold Pharma Vision to achieve 3-5 times more patient

benefit at 50% less cost to society. With this vision top of mind, our mission is to become

an industry leader and disruptor in re-inventing how we organize ourselves and work. We

are evolving into a more human-centered organization creating new ways of working

with the patient at the center of everything we do. Our shared purpose is to innovate

clinical evidence delivery to transform Roche’s patient, caregiver, and healthcare practitioner

experience to bring better outcomes to more patients. 

We want you to join our mission and be part of our passionate, collaborative Evidence

Generations and transforming to Personalized Healthcare solutions! We act as one mutually

accountable functional experts in the medical and evidence generation strategy and

execution; we enable a community focused on work that will have the highest impact on our

core mission of helping patients across the industry’s most robust Development Portfolio. We

believe people are not resources but humans that have the potential to grow and learn

beyond the confines of traditional job titles and job descriptions. We believe in reducing

hierarchy and silos to enable teams closest to the work to deliver impact for patients. We

empower and enable people to flow to outcomes-based work that they are most passionate

about and where there is the most impact in moving towards our Pharma Vision. We believe

every individual should have a self-directed, personalized career journey where personal

fulfillment meets company purpose. Every individual has access to and can choose a trusted

advisor, advocate, and/or coach. 
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If this culture and way of working resonates with you, we want you to be a part of our

team!

AS A MEMBER OF OUR TEAM (JOB SCOPE)

You will contribute to a medical enabler team and our cross-functional network,

transforming our operating model to better enable Roche as a trusted partner with medical

societies, and delivering better solutions to build value for each stakeholder group. 

As trusted partner to HCPs, you will provide medical information of personalized solutions

holistically Scientific data including Genomic Data, Prognostic and diagnostic information) to

support HCPs on their clinical decision. In an outcome-driven healthcare ecosystem, you will be

able to draw seamlessly on cross-functional data to recommend preventive measures to

improve population health management and support early identification of health risks,

especially in the oncology, and the future pipelines.

You will contribute to a combination of Evidence Generation and research execution

Communities, participate in Work Product Teams (WPT) that enable clinical trial/research

delivery and data generation with a focus on delivering value for patients, medical societies,

investigators, and researchers.

Role Purpose

Expert role holding deep scientific expertise, medical affairs skills and capabilities (eg

Evidence generation, scientific communication, deep Therapeutic Area knowledge etc), aiming to

provide strategic input and operational support in achieving outcomes in a dedicated

Disease Area in close collaboration with other internal partners

With deep DA knowledge, medical expertise and capabilities co-creates strategic medical

tactics, contributes to co-creation and implementation of integrated solutions that enable

better patients outcomes, support clinical development programs, always ensuring the

highest ethical and quality standards, ensuring patients’ safety and safeguarding Roche’s

reputation. While doing this, the Medical Enabler contributes and uses resources from

across the organization 

Shape the clinical ecosystem for a specific therapeutic area through establishing scientific

collaborations and value based partnerships with therapeutic area experts and other

healthcare stakeholders across different healthcare systems



Is instrumental in driving activities to enable our pipeline of molecules and solutions (eg

support to Clinical trial execution, Evidence Generation activities), and bringing them to market

(data sharing, sci communication)

Ensure medical/scientific expertise and independence from promotional objectives in all their

decisions.

Languages : Native Thai and Fluent English

Education:

You hold an MD degree; PharmD, PhD or Bachelor’s degree in science, molecular biology,

immunology. Or equivalent (to be checked with local legislation). 

Clinical expertise in oncology or Genomic testing is appreciated

Experience:

You have at least 2 years’ experience within a Medical Affairs role in Pharmaceutical,

Diagnostics, Health Sciences, Biotechnology or other related fields. 

Prior experience in Lung Cancer or Genomic testing is preferred
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